Friends mourn death of U. junior

Justin Finalle, 22, killed in Wash-U. junior's two Washington Semester friends and Sigma Nu fraternity roommates to inform them of Justin's death. The roommates — both Penn students — informed Washington Semester program and have also for Penn students in the Washington City Council member turned out for Street's announcement at the North Philadelphia and Community Center.

Since then, Det Supervisor Patricia Brennan, a former Philadelphia homicide detective, is considered a candidate for the job. Special Services was originally formed in the early 1970s in response to a massive call for proactive measures to combat neighborhood blight and blight removal programs. The service was designed to help Phila. members turn out for Street's announcement at the North Philadelphia and Community Center.

See CAMB, page 1

See Special Services, page 4

Blight removal in full swing

Mayor John Street unveiled a plan to remove the 40,000 vehicles currently abandoned on city streets.

Philadelphia Mayor John Street unveiled a plan to remove the 40,000 vehicles currently abandoned on city streets.

Mayor John Street and Transportation Secretary Rodney Toon yesterday celebrated after offering an abandoned car onto a tow truck.

Campaigning from HUP

Freshman Aaron Short is running for the UA despite a recent appendectomy.

Most of the over 40 students running for the Undergraduate Assembly have been botanically campaigning for days, hanging posters across campus and handing out fliers on Locust Walk. But while other students have been out since Monday afternoon, Short began his campaign on Wednesday evening.

Colleges freshmen Ben Short, who recently held his appendix removed, contacts his campaign for College representatives to the undergraduate Assembly from a hospital room at HUP.

See CAMB, page 1

Sam Katz still committed to helping Phila.

The former mayoral candidate spoke to Penn students yesterday as part of the Fox Leadership program.

By Alexis Gilbert

The Philadelphian mayoral race may have ended months ago, but Sam Katz is still campaigning for a better city.

Katz, the Republican who posed an unexpectedly strong challenge to incumbent Sen. John Street last November, discussed his views on the financial future of the city today at a panel discussion at the University. The event was part of the annual Series: Special Services.

"I do wonder whether their inability to come up with a plan that is going to be the least bit more reasonable in community policing than pulling..."


The contest will be held until the
Tuesday and the winner will be an-announced Saturday at midnight.
Although participation in Derby
Days was traditionally limited to
sorority sisters, when Sigma Chi
sponsored the event in 1981, the brotherhood opened up the competition to all
women on campus.

This past weekend at the Sigma Chi
house event stretch run just the
Guinea, Sigma Chi brother and Der-
by Days Chairman Owain Walsh
said, "We try to integrate the whole
campus into this event." The banner
contest kickoff offered the week's
events. The goal was to have each
team to be as creative as possible
in designing a banner with their team
name, while making the campus
awares of the Children's Crisis Cen-
ter.

Outside of the Locust Walk house
one team printed on its team name
"This Derby lasted," while another
used Graham crackers and mar-
negad to spell out its name, "Nineteen Two.

Derby Days will continue today
with a skill contest, in which each
team must dress up a Sigma Chi
pudge and write a skit for him to per-
form. In past years, teams have
dressed up as clowns, marsh-mel-
duckers and peanut butter and jelly
judges.

"That's the event that really
gets people into Derby Days," said
Thicket, a College junior.

Thursday, Sigma Chi will sponsor a
concert with the Vermont-
based band Dispatch and the fra-
tery will hold a cake party on Saturday. All proceeds will go to the
Children's Crisis Center.

In 1984, the Panhel Committee
college to boycott Derby Days on
the grounds that the event was sexist. The women were upset that they
were being asked to dress up in
fraternity brothers and represent
men.

But Pitlock, pointing to the fact
that the leaders of the women who
around 150 people have graduated,
said Derby Days was "completely
different this year.

This year, many sophomore
sisters were enthusiastic about partici-
pating in Derby Days.

"It's fun for everyone and it's a
good cause," Wharton senior
Sophie Stone said. "I'm a Sigma Chi.
Alpha Theta, so it's an espe-
cially important cause to me to
support because the money is being
given in behalf of Emily Forbes.

In 1983, the Sigma Chi House
was the scene of a car accident
July 1983. Although participation in
the event has been declining in
recent years, it seems that things
are moving up again.

There is no joke, you'd have loads of fun on the first April Fool's Day of the
century when you spend a couple of
hours sitting and creating a
extraordinary quartet who blend of
musicality and it is sure to create an
extravagant entertainment

SAT. APRIL 1 AT 6PM
955, 332, 330

Cherry Hill New Student: Final Election Bids for the Pennsylvania Student Union's 2000-2001
Tickets are available for Upperclassmen for $20 or for Student Union Members for $15. Please call 215-386-3700 for information or tickets.

Cut Your Subletting Time in Half! Cut Your Costs!

For Pete's Sake, Don't Let Sublet

Mom for Chicken Soup

Soblet Saber may not be the best barber, but he is
great at telling people that the fastest, easiest,
least expensive way to sublet your apartment is
place your ad in the DP Sublet Guide.

Final Cut: Friday, March 31st at 5 p.m.

1 inch ad in the DP Sublet Guide (max. 35 words)

$20

$25

For $20, you get:

For $35, you get:

3 inch ad in the DP Sublet Guide (max. 25 words)

+ Everything in Option 1, PLUS...

+ Everything in Option 1, PLUS...

+ Option for a free profile picture of you and your

+ Option for a free profile picture of you and your

+ Option for a free profile picture of you and your

PENN Presents

The Canadian Brass

It is difficult to pinpoint what can
depressed and causing considerable
out, including the student-run Reach-A-
and the Center for Student 
Counseling Service and psychother-
groups facilitated by the University
and groups through CAPS.

Friends remember Finalle as funny, caring,
lot of good cause." Wharton senior
Stephanie Romeika said. "Plus.
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Joked, "I don't feel this speech is a
won't be mayor." 

won't be mayor, and if I do bad, I still
matter of life or death. If I do well, I
the city and where he thinks that,
"I wanted to find out what he thinks
School of Arts and Sciences, said,
pare him to John Street."

so that they could "be able to com-
crime rate, improving education and
school choice vouchers to the new
versions about topics ranging from
peachment proceedings, which he
Katz speak, like Spruce College
said created a lingering bitterness
reasons for why he lost the election,
to have seen," Katz said.
this administration what I would like
performance in City Hall to date.
or at least lowered.

accordance with the wage tax was
stead because the prospect of
decided on a neighboring county in-
logical age.
the kind of growth the city needs
four years.
that outlined his goal to cut the tax
when he released an 83-page plan
called a "killer." The wage tax be-
Philadelphia's wage tax, which he

KATZ from page 1

Katz critical of Street's
time in office

Katz from page 1

county share municipalities and hold a
just court system, has been an "al-
rest" around the neck of the city
for the last 180 years, Katz said.
Katz also emphasized his criticism of
nearly a "killer." The wage tax be-
"Its hard to remind people of the
importance of civic participation," he
in the crowd laughing when he sug-
possibility of Katz running for
President Judith Rodin, but could not
read her name.

George Stephanopoulos discusses his political ideas and campaign strategies during
an interview conducted before his speech in Irvine Auditorium last night.

Katz also offered several possible
reasons for why he lost the election,
peacekeeping proceedings, which he
decided on a neighboring county in-
baseball stadium.

Katz's own campaign had a three-
Katz's speech was also not with-
its criticism of Street and his perfor-
ance in City Hall to date.
"I don't see in the first 100 days of
self employment until he ended the
the steps he is going to take to be in
Katz also reiterated his criticism of
Katz from page 1

Former Clinton aide addresses students

Philadelphia could be the center of
President of SAP America, a Ger-
that happened to move to Center City but
decided on a neighboring county in-
stead because the prospect of re-
adjusting close to 7,000 salaries in
accordance with the wage tax was
unappealing.

Philadelphia to the White Dog Cafe that he and


ting questions about topics ranging from
school choice vouchers to the new
baseball stadium.

Katz's campaign had a three-
prolonged focus on decreasing the
tine rate, improving education and
lowing tax.

Some of those who came to hear
"I don't feel that speech is a
matter of life or death. If I lose, I
wont be mayor and if I do win, I
still won't be mayor."

3741 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
TEL (215) 222-2840
FAX (215) 222-7982

Warren said, "I thought he gave a great
overview of the presidential election."
Katz's campaign had a three-
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Join us for an exciting night of rock and roll as we welcome our headliners College Live Sprung Break Web Cam! 

Get Live at Pricky's Spring Break Web cam From Panama City. And come back to CollegeClub.com after break to swap your tales, post freaky pix and
keep in touch with all your new buds. LOG on!
Friendly competition benefits charity
By Caryn Tamber
The Daily Pennsylvanian

More than a dozen colorful bun-

nies lined the Sigma Chi house yes-
terday, marking the start of the
dearly. Derby Days.

This is the third year in a row that
Sigma Chi has sponsored Derby Days, although the event has long
traditions among Sigma Chi chapters nation-wide since the 1940's. The year-long
participating in the event, up from
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in a statement. "Our thoughts

that the event was sexist

seemed to be doing all the work while

several other candidates running for the four
dergraduate Assembly.

making the need for paper ballot

Elections for the Undergradu-

2000, students will be

through next Wednesday. For

the first time ever, students will be
able to vote on Penn iNet ballots
for the paper ballot-sum-

important cause lor

In 1994, the Panhellenic Council

will be applying for four spots.

Penn is an independent.

The University offers a number of
resources to students who may be

depressed and considering suicide,
pushing the student to seek help.

When students or former students

...and the winners will

be announced after the NEC's Pair

Women's Committee on Thurs-
day evening.

— Lily Tannenbaum
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— Lily Tannenbaum

Penn is an independent.
George Stephanopoulos discloses his political ideas and campaign strategies during an intensive before his speech in a room full of people.

Katz critical of Street's time in office

KATZ from page 3

county share municipalities and hold a joint court system, has been an "albatross" around the neck of the city for the last 100 years, Katz said.

Katz also offered his opinions of the city's tax plan of 1982, which he called "a failure." The wage tax became a focal part of his campaign when he released an 8-page plan that outlined his goal to cut the tax from 6 percent to 4 percent over four years.

He said the tax has prevented the kind of growth the city needs to establish itself in this technological age.

"The wage tax is not totally a bad thing," Katz said. "It has kept the city in the kind of growth the city needs to establish itself in this technological age."

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Go LIVE at Prickly's Spring Break web cam from Panama City, And come back
to CollegeClub.com after break to swap your tales, post freaky pix and
keep in touch with all your new buds. LOG on!
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**By Krista Brazwell**

**Daily Pennsylvanian**

Even though Pedro Ramos往往 builds one of the highest positions in Philadelphia's education system, he still occasionally feels the same kind of isolation his predecessors felt as a Penn student more than 20 years ago.

Ramos, the president of Philadelphia's Board of Education, described his experiences at the University of Pennsylvania, which he himself helped launch when he attended Penn.

"Getting to Penn was literally like landing on Mars," Ramos said in regard to his experience of college. "Even if you read about the strong sense of community you experienced at home with your family, as a result, you become involved in organizations for Latino and Chicano students like La Asociacion Cultural de Estudiantes Latino-Americanos and El Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan, which were much smaller at the time than they are today.

"Through these groups, he began to realize that he not only Puerto Rican but Latino, as well. Ramos attributed his difficult transition to college life to his upbringing in an insular Puerto Rican community. At Penn, Ramos continued, he found very few other students who were like him.

Ramos, a Philadelphia native and the first Latino president of the Board of Education, described his experiences at the University and his introduction to mainstream American culture. It was also the place where he learned the true meaning of bureaucracy.

"What was more shocking to me besides this sense of isolation was when you reached out to people and you felt this competitiveness," he said.

**Getting to Penn was literally like landing on Mars. I saw all these cars...**

Peggie Ramos, School Board President and Penn alumnus.

But, Ramos said, he learned that in order to adjust, he had to immerse himself in activities that would allow him to meet people and regroup the strong sense of community he experienced at home with his family.

As a result, he became involved in organizations for Latino and Chicana students like La Asociacion Cultural de Estudiantes Latino-Americanos and El Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan, which were much smaller at the time than they are today.
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New dance troupe proves very popular

By Anna Levite

The new Israeli dance troupe Yofi! performs in front of a sold-out crowd at the Annenberg Center’s Harold Prince Theatre on Saturday night.

The 15-member Yofi!, one of Penn’s newest performance groups, is as diverse in membership as in expertise. "The people in Yofi! come from six countries, four continents and three religions," boasted the evening’s emcee, College freshman Nini Ghosh. "Suddenly, a Man Got Up." And you don’t.
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A call to get out the vote

Online balloting for UA and class officer positions begins today. Here are reasons to vote and why it's easier than ever.

The polls open this morning for this spring's student government elections. And guess what—eventually through Penn InTouch, thereby making it easier for students to vote from off-campus.

We encourage all students to vote between now and Wednesday, April 5. Doing so not only guarantees your commitment to civic activity at Penn, but also allows students to do better for themselves and others by determining for ourselves what kind of campus we want to have.

The Nominations and Elections Committee is making it easy for you to learn about the candidates—to log on as an informed voter. Read the candidate statements in today's Daily Pennsylvania. And attend this afternoon’s "Get Out the Vote!" event on College Green to meet and question current and future campus leaders—so as well as the candidates.

Voting because student government can make a difference. The UA showed that in recent years when it worked toward such projects as Rosengarten Reserve renovations and outdoor basketball courts. And members of the UA have served on key committees considering issues such as housing, student elections and Penn's drug policy.

Take the opportunity over the next week to make an informed vote for the candidates who will best represent your interests. And make a stand at stake for you not to log on.

'Immortelles of perfect pitch'

Into thin air

To the Editor:

I found Andrew Flodan's article “'DIY' is dead” (March 28) a little troubling.

In fact, the Exum route is relatively easy (though obviously it can be queasy). It is also reasonably well populated, and one is prepared to see quite a few other climbers on the mountain.

The difference, though, is the popular notion that “climbing tourists” take unnecessary risks or cause unneeded suffering. At least that's the clueless wisdom of the world.

I was the one that had been exposed to the “it could never happen to me” belief. I was the one that had been exposed to the “It's dangerous” fear. I was the one that had been exposed to the “it could never happen to me” belief. I was the one that had been exposed to the “It's dangerous” fear. I was the one that had been exposed to the “it could never happen to me” belief. I was the one that had been exposed to the “It's dangerous” fear.

Fortunately, three of the students recovered; two of them died after being rushed to the hospital. Though they are being charged with drug possession and driving under the influence of alcohol, the charges will be lessened.

Tragically, though, only three of the four roommates will return to classes when Penn's spring break ends. The last room in which the apartment will remain empty of students is the last roommate, Josh Doroff, died of a drug overdose. According to a witness, he was "just having fun." Sometimes "Heroin" was "intelligent" and "a man who did not, as far as anyone knew, dabble in drugs." But after seeing just a glimpse of this new "slum" in old, gritty Philadelphia, I wasn't sure how my own hometown could be more important in the long run. I wasn't sure how my own hometown could be more important in the long run.

Drugs are irrefutable to many of us in the fifth grade.

Ariel Horn

Learning, too late for some

You were anything like me when you were in the fifth grade. Learning about drugs was a day in the park.

In fifth grade we had so much knowledge of drugs as what was written on the cover of the child's Safety-First book. Drugs were no more than a myth to us, a fable we could not withstand.
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Ariel Horn

FEATURE

Battle for the soul of University City

E
er this month, I flew to Portland, Ore., for a speech at a Democratic
campaign event. Walking around the famously hip city, I saw
images of "Harry" and "Smack Street," and thought I had
entered a触幻的 reality. I was wrong.

Every other corner of downtown seemed to have a Starbucks or a
Internet café. "Portlandia" was the last roommate.

For many of us, drugs are irrelevant in the context of the current
economy, and driving under the influence. While we cannot acknowledge receipt of
eastern Pennsylvania, the student was "polite," "athlet-
ically inclined," "intelligent" and "a man who did not, as far as anyone knew, dabble in drugs." But after seeing just a glimpse of this new "slum" in old, gritty Philadelphia, I wasn't sure how my own hometown could be more important in the long run. I wasn't sure how my own hometown could be more important in the long run.
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Abandoned cars to be taken from streets

CARS from page 1

Per the mayor's plan, the PPD will assign all current abandoned vehicle officers to a newly created centralized unit, which was established to organize the task of towing the city's deserted cars.

Philadelphia and PennDOT are working together to place the responsibility for towing abandoned vehicles under one centralized command to promote efficiency and effectiveness, the mayor explained.

The program, which will begin April 3, encourages citizens to call a new hotline number to report abandoned vehicles. Private owners will also be permitted to move the abandoned vehicles, if $15 per vehicle is offered as an incentive to do so.

Chief Inspector Andrew Street also said he met with PennDOT to discuss the project to organize the task of towing the abandoned vehicles. The Deputy Director of Transportation will aid in the effort.

"These heaps of steel impact the health and safety of our citizens and are indeed a quality-of-life issue that affects the health and safety of our citizens and the area we live in and love. It's too important to tolerate," Schweiker wrote.

In the letter, Schweiker explained that PennDOT signed to Philadelphia.

"This move will place the responsibility for towing abandoned vehicles under one centralized command, which was established to promote efficiency and effectiveness," the mayor explained.

The program, which will begin April 3, encourages citizens to call a new hotline number to report abandoned vehicles. Private owners will also be permitted to move the abandoned vehicles, if $15 per vehicle is offered as an incentive to do so.

Mayor John Street, promising help with money, we're not going to get caught up in it. It's too important, " he said yesterday. "If we don't move forward with this money, we're not going to get caught up in it. It's too important." he said yesterday.

Andrew Street also said he met with PennDOT to discuss the project to organize the task of towing the abandoned vehicles.

"We want to see if the mayor can help us take care of an abandoned lot nearby and make a playground or some kind of park out of it," Martinez said. "We really want to make this area safe for children to go."

Members of the North Philadelphia Business Association also read a letter to the mayor.

"This is one of the mayor's announcements — remind residents about the impact this plan will have on their neighborhood," Martinez explained.

Per the mayor's plan, the PPD will assign all current abandoned vehicle officers to a newly created centralized unit, which was established to organize the task of towing the city's deserted cars.

According to OALBAR Inc., financial services management firm, in 1997 defined contribution extention ratings, TIAA-CREF voted number one to participate.

With an excellent record of accomplishment for more than 80 years, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff as announcements. Tickets are not required for admission to the Commencement ceremony on May 22nd.

Office of the Secretary

How is TIAA-CREF the #1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF Advantage.
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The TIAA-CREF Advantage.

Students in the College of Arts and Sciences and Wharton Undergraduate Division may pick up their invitations Monday, March 27 - Friday, March 31 2 - 4 p.m.

Logan Hall - first floor lobby

All other students may pick up invitations from their schools beginning Tuesday, March 28.

You must bring your Penn I.D.

Limited: 8 invitations and envelopes per student.

Invitations are for mailing to family and friends as announcements. Tickets are not required for admission to the Commencement ceremony on May 22nd.

Office of the Secretary

CALL

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN NEWS

898-6585

Why is TIAA-CREF the #1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF Advantage.

Year in and year out, employees at education and research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF. And for good reasons:

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly managed funds
• Solid performance and exceptional personal service
• Strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options

With an excellent record of accomplishment for more than 80 years, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff as announcements. Tickets are not required for admission to the Commencement ceremony on May 22nd.

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple. Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

BATTLE of the BANDS

Performances by: the Ally, Don't Look Down, Half an Echo and the Jimmy Tuesday Band

4040 • 4040 Locust St. • March 30, 2000 • 9 p.m.

Tickets available at the door. Look for secret coupon coming soon!!

presented by

34th

street

magazine
**Relatives of Elian continue to fight INS**

But despite the boost, gas prices are expected to stay high in the U.S. of A.

**VIENNA, Austria — OPEC ignores opposition of its second-biggest member and agreed to increase oil production by 5.3 percent, significantly bringing down gasoline prices in the United States.**

While some said the decrease would be just a few pennies per gallon, the Clinton administration predicted the U.S. would see a 10-cent increase by late summer.

In a rare departure from its usual policy of meetings at least every 12 months, OPEC this morning announced this morning that nine members would raise production by 5.3 percent, or a total of 1.45 million barrels a day.

That increase appears to be well short of what analysts have said would have to happen to get prices that have tripled over the past year back down.

The Clinton administration had been battling for a rise of 2 million to 2.5 million barrels a day to bring down prices that in the United States have risen from below $1 a gallon just over a year ago to an average of $40 or more.

President Clinton called the move a "positive development."

"These increases will help sustain worldwide economic growth and provide greater balance between oil-supply and demand," Clinton said in a statement.

The new output ceiling, which oil industry consultant Falah Aljibury described as a "positive development," would raise production by 5.3 percent, or a total of 1.45 million barrels a day, significantly bringing down gasoline prices in the United States.
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Scores of patrons who worked until the early hours to earn money were among the bodies recovered.

People who worked until the early hours to earn money were among the bodies recovered.

Two people died in the tornadoes and two others died in a storm-related flooding. Two, Liz Wertz, a spokesperson for the Fort Worth Fire Department, said. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area.

"I don't think there were any more injuries," Mayor Karen Kerr said. "We have a number of high-rise buildings that have sustained heavy damage," Worley said. "They are still standing," a spokesman for the Fort Worth Fire Department.

But the building was destroyed. "Imagine a large bomb going off," Sean Petyon said. "It got pretty hectic in here."

"I don't think there were any more injuries," Mayor Karen Kerr said. "We have a number of high-rise buildings that have sustained heavy damage," Worley said. "They are still standing," a spokesman for the Fort Worth Fire Department.

The tornado hit shortly after 6:30 p.m. amid severe weather conditions that were responsible for the deaths. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area.

Two people died in the tornadoes and two others died in a storm-related flooding. Two, Liz Wertz, a spokesperson for the Fort Worth Fire Department, said. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area.

Two people died in the tornadoes and two others died in a storm-related flooding. Two, Liz Wertz, a spokesperson for the Fort Worth Fire Department, said. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area. The two had been operating a small radio station in the area.
M. Volleyball club competes on national stage

By Laura Mannering

The Penn men’s volleyball club has enjoyed a terrific season thus far, but the fun is really just beginning. After compiling a 1-2 mark to this point this season, the team is looking ahead to three big tournaments, including traveling to the West Coast. Although the team’s season began in the fall when it took home first place in two of three tournaments, the spring season is what the competitive truly boils up.

Penn plays opponents from the Ivy League and the South Atlantic division of the Eastern Intercollegiate Volleyball Association, as well as other nearby clubs. However, as club president Dean Kern points out, the squad is beginning to focus more on playing a larger range of national competitions and teams to participate in those big tournaments.

The team of 19 practices twice a week in Woody Biese Hall but it isn’t always so fun even when in the Quad or Diggs and kills outdoors in the Quad or Parkblock. Stephane Brian, MVP of the women’s varsity team, does most of the active coaching, while varsity head coach Kerry Major helps out voluntarily whenever she can.

As with all club sports, though, the team is completely student run and is partly funded by membership dues. Membership at $40 a year in Woodman Hall is $20 per year. Although it did not receive one of the spots in one of the national tournaments it is perceived to be a competitive force.

“The fact that we have shown such synergy in decisive games is an indication of the great potential that this team has,” Kern said.

One of the reasons for the team’s improved play this year has to do with the solid performances of several new freshmen, three of them, whom started regularly.

“Bring in such a strong class of freshmen has lowered the opportunities to re-scale for their spots on the court, which has been great for the team,” Kern said.

Penn’s men’s volleyball team has been a national team since the late 1980s. It is known that the men’s club volleyball team’s stellar accomplishments this season prove that they know how to win and have fun at the same time.

CLASS OF 2000 SENIOR HONOR AWARDS ELECTION

These are the finalists for the Class of 2000 Senior Honor Awards (Spoon, Bowl, Cane, and Spade for men; Hotel, Hartwell, Goddard, and Brownlee for women.) All of these awards recognize outstanding campus leadership. Four men and four women will be chosen by the senior class. Voting will be accessible through Penn InTouch from March 29-April 5. Only seniors may vote in this election.
Baseball bullpen falters, blows lead after Mattern pitches six strong innings at Vet

**BASEBALL** from page 16

then hit a deep grand slam over the right center field fence.

But the Quakers could only manage one more run in the inning off a May sacrifice fly by that second baseman Tully, loading the bases with only one out.

The Owls closed the gap to 4-3 with a run in the fifth. A two-run triple from Temple’s top hitter, Bob Carvinlotta, brought the North-siders back to within one run.

By the end of the sixth inning, Mattern had allowed only 12 pitchers, no batters and pitching coach Wagner benefited to junior Matt Hitter to pitch at the start of the seventh inning.

Softball leaving too many runners on base

**SOFTBALL** from page 16

Becky Ranta, junior, who won her first three college starts, is credited to Becky Ranta. Ranta, who won her first three college starts, is credited

"If we pitched [Mattern] any more, we wouldn’t have him for the week," Ranta said. "You can’t hit a kid pitch more than that.
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M. Volleyball club competes on national stage

The Penn men's volleyball club has improved since last season, when the team finished last in the Ivy League. This year, the team is looking to finish higher in the conference standings.

The team is currently in the midst of the season, and has had several impressive wins. In their most recent match, they defeated a strong Ivy League opponent, solidifying their position as one of the top teams in the conference.

The team is led by head coach Tim Pyle, who has been instrumental in turning the program around. Pyle has implemented a new training protocol that has helped the team to improve their conditioning and agility.

The team's success on the court is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players, who train tirelessly to improve their skills. They have a strong work ethic and are always looking for ways to improve.

In addition to their on-court performance, the team is also actively involved in the community. They have volunteered at local schools and hospitals, and have been involved in several community service projects.

The team is currently preparing for their next match, which is against a tough Ivy League opponent. They are looking forward to the challenge, and are confident in their ability to come out on top.

The team's success on and off the court is a credit to their hard work and dedication. They are a model of what a modern-day Ivy League athletic program should be.
Baseball bullpen falters, blows lead after Mattern pitches six strong innings at Vet

Basketball from page 8

BEARS

March Madness

The Women's Final Four will be in Philadelphia this weekend. Find out all you need to know in the DP's special four-page preview tomorrow.

Softball leaving too many runners on base

Softball from page 16

Rocky Ranta, Ranta, who won her first three collegiate starts, is credited with five of the Owls' eight victories on the year.

VillaNova may be about the last team that Penn wants to see play, given the hitting difficulties that have plagued the Quakers as of late. The Wildcats are coming off a doubleheader loss against Marquette in which the Owls were shut out.

Everyone was pretty ticked after the games and I think it was a factor against Rider," Arbogast said. "We're not going to score nine or 10 runs, but then gave up a sacrifice fly to Mayor, walking Sabolchick to start the bottom of the fifth. A wild pitch allowed him to advance to second. Next, Slover walked an intentional pass loaded the bases. Then, substitute designated hitter Kyle Sweppenhiser singled to right center to clinch the win for Temple.

The Owls clawed their way back into the game in the bottom of the fifth. A two-run triple from Tempe's top hitter, Rob Cucinotta, brought the North siders back within only two runs in a hard-luck loss to the Owls.

Against Rider we had some key elements to our offense," Moore said. "The Owls were definitely having a few too many runoffs on the bases, but then gave up a sacrifice fly to Mayor, walking Sabolchick to start the bottom of the fifth. A wild pitch allowed him to advance to second. Next, Slover walked an intentional pass loaded the bases. Then, substitute designated hitter Kyle Sweppenhiser singled to right center to clinch the win for Temple.
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### Classified Ads

#### For Rent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sublet</th>
<th>Roommates</th>
<th>Help Wanted</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ONE BEDROOM 2nd, Center City</strong> Parking included, all utilities included $875 month, available 1/1. Call 267-245-2355.</td>
<td><strong>FEMALES ROOMMATES NEEDED</strong> Condo in Center City. One bedroom, all utilities included. $900 month available 4/1. Call 215-222-3546.</td>
<td><strong>HELP WANTED</strong> Janitorial Services.</td>
<td><strong>FOR RENT</strong> 2 BR/2.5 BA Townhouse in University City. All utilities included. $2500 month, available 5/1. Call 215-751-3340.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Classified Ad Policies

10 words minimum on all classifieds. Phone numbers count as one word. First 3 words (max. 1 line) are bold & capitalized. Check your ad the first day it runs. The Daily Pennsylvanian will only assume responsibility for any errors in the first day an ad runs. Errors may not be used or printed for classifieds. Classified Display Ad Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONE ROOMMATE</td>
<td>$450 PER MONTH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Deadlines & Payment

**Deadlines** Ad deadline: 2 p.m., one business day preceding publication. **Payment** Ad classifieds must be paid in full at the time of placement. No refunds are given for cancelled classified ads. Checks/MasterCard/Visa cards are accepted.

### Online (Web) Classifieds

Classified ads appearing on the daily pennsylvanian.com Internet site at http://daily pennsylvanian.com/classifieds.html

#### Full-Time Summer Jobs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Hourly Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COOL PEOPLE LIVE OFF-CAMPUS.</strong> Join them. Call for prices and availability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Northwestern may have rescinded due to injuries

After demolishing Rutgers, W. Tennis looks to Ivy play

Tennis: Penn had a full complement of players, we know this would be a tough match for us. Penn is a solid team with talent and depth. I think (Penn) is going to have a good spring. Penn is indeed having a good spring, as is tough early schedule has borne dividends.

"In the beginning of the season, we started out really well, but we've had a few bumps. Penn assistant coach Mark Gates said. "We have a lot more confidence now, and I think we're going to win (next) points now." He attributes this increase and the improvement that will help Penn in the Ivy season, which begins on Saturday.

"Pittsburgh was a good team, but we're really playing well because of the competition we've been playing," said Penn's assistant coach Bruce.M. "We've been playing for our shots and making better decisions. When it comes close, Pitt's a good team."

Penn is a very solid team with talent, magnetism, sex appeal. Creative juices stir. Taurus, Scorpio persons are interested in Andrew. I'm sorry. It's all very clear. Virgfl'plavs its role. Penn is a very solid team with talent, magnetism, sex appeal. Creative juices stir. Taurus, Scorpio persons are interested in Andrew. I'm sorry. It's all very clear. Virgfl'plavs its role.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Tall• charge of your destiny — good because it indicated that Peter met or seen Coates play in person from his junior season, a season in which he averaged 20 points per game on route to an All-BigTen team selection.

"April 18, 1998, a document obtained in the suit, Northwestern assistant coach Billy Schmidt said that the Rutgers• basketball staff had received the tape.

"Sherry, who is an athlete at Rutgers, added that she did not try to impress or attract the attention of other college recruiters.

The lawsuit was filed in Washington state on February 25 and has yet to be moved from the Superior Court to District Court. A trial date has not yet been set.
He played well and made the saves John Carroll had been the starter has played in past games this season, the goalie the first time. Although Kelly remains are a hard-core group showing support for the freshman Ryan Kelly as the starting goalie the previous two games, the Quakers know that they will have to improve our ability to score as well as defend. Brown said. "We have to get the start and played well in both the second half."

The defense did not affect the rest of the offense because of the goals made by the goalie throughout the game. "All season long we've dealt with both goals," pioneer said. "I enjoy playing with Kelly because he's a good communicator, and Carroll has the ability to make great saves. Either way, they are both our last line of defense and are both good enough to win the game."

The team was happy with how they played but some players know that they will have to improve. "They have improved every game. They have been consistent and efficient and those shots were not on net was a lot of our ability."

"Some guys could have had a really big night on points, but we had trouble finding a way out," Van Arsdale said. "In addition, toward the end of the game, the defense broke down on some of the goals as the Hawks did not work hard to put the ball in the net."

"We cannot afford to have turnovers in the offense because that's how we scored."

"We are going to San Diego to work hard and put the ball in the net."

"We cannot afford to have turnovers in the offense because that's how we scored."

Although Rutgers is ranked highly, the team's novice has been at full strength and competitive performance. "We have been hard and have lost the way the team's novice has been so much," Carroll said. "Our practices have been at full speed and highly competitive." With a win in Saturday's race against Bucknell. "This year, we have enough resources to fill all three full eights, which included some of the world's best."

"I credit the sophomores especially for returning after their interval."

"With three eights, team competition will be better."

"We have been really pleased off offense. We have been working on speedwork."

"We are going to San Diego to take part in the San Diego Crew Classic and the lightweight race against Rutgers."

"Luna Latina presents "The Iron Gate Theater 371 and Cheesman Street"" presents "Saints & Sinners: Theatrical Vignettes"

Nicole Smolenski said. "We are coming out of a solid winter of training, and our focus is harder and deeper than I have ever seen." The Quakers lightweights anticipate beginning this weekend in New Jersey and continuing the season against the Eastern Sparties. "We are really happy with our team."

Looking For a Place to Live? Check Out the Classified Section.

\[\text{Looking for a Space to Rent? Check out the DP's special Women's Final Four Preview insert tomorrow.}\]
Arizona slugger Williams breaks foot

TUCSON, Ariz. — Matt Williams, Arizona's All-Star third baseman, broke a bone in his right foot yesterday in an exhibition game with the Seattle Mariners.

Williams, hit by a pitch from Fredi Hernandez of the first in the second inning and was in obvious pain, but X-rays showed it was a fracture of a single fragment of bone. The second metatarsal. He left for Buffalo in the race for that success.

John Muckler, the Rangers' fourth game. Checketts said a GM coach the team through the final months of the season. "I didn't see any reason to wait," he said. "It helps us," Phillies manager Terry Francona said. "I don't know how much. We'll see. I hope it helps us a lot. It helps us.

Mercer played for the Flyers from 1985-90 and spent the past two years with the Chicago Cubs. Last year he was 2-11 with 20 runs and 37 RBIs in 144 games.

Venus Williams, who has yet to play a season this year off. She has been sidelined since November, citing tendinitis in her right foot on a pitch from Philadelphia. She has been playing a long time but is in a great position right now," half of the Rangers' defense has been under scrutiny throughout spring training.


"He's a former Ranger and one of the great all-time players," Checketts said of Gretzky whose last season was spent in New York. "I don't expect him to be a part of that process.""Gretzky's agent, Michael Barnett, said that the NHL career-scoring leader was not one of the Rangers' decision makers, and that Gretzky had not been contacted by the Dallas owner-owners of California and the club. "I'm out of hockey as we speak," he said. "I'm not going to talk about his retirement." Barnett said.

While he has a very cordial relationship with the Islanders, he did not say Wayne Gretzky either waiting or welcoming the opportunity to provide his personal opinion regarding the Rangers' future.

KANATA, Ontario — Kevin Miller, the director of the Canadian Paralympic Committee, said yesterday that he was considering the possibility of staging the next Paralympic Games in Canada.

"We didn't put them away when we had the chances," Detroit's Gordan Heiss said.

"We're a former Ranger and one of the great all-time players," Checketts said of Gretzky whose last season was spent in New York. "I don't expect him to be a part of that process." Gretzky's agent, Michael Barnett, said that the NHL career-scoring leader was not one of the Rangers' decision makers, and that Gretzky had not been contacted by the Dallas owner-owners of California and the club. "I'm out of hockey as we speak," he said. "I'm not going to talk about his retirement." Barnett said.

While he has a very cordial relationship with the Islanders, he did not say Wayne Gretzky either waiting or welcoming the opportunity to provide his personal opinion regarding the Rangers' future.

"I didn't see any reason to wait," he said. "It helps us," Phillies manager Terry Francona said. "I don't know how much. We'll see. I hope it helps us a lot. It helps us.

"I didn't see any reason to wait," he said. "It helps us," Phillies manager Terry Francona said. "I don't know how much. We'll see. I hope it helps us a lot. It helps us.

"He's a former Ranger and one of the great all-time players," Checketts said of Gretzky whose last season was spent in New York. "I don't expect him to be a part of that process." Gretzky's agent, Michael Barnett, said that the NHL career-scoring leader was not one of the Rangers' decision makers, and that Gretzky had not been contacted by the Dallas owner-owners of California and the club. "I'm out of hockey as we speak," he said. "I'm not going to talk about his retirement." Barnett said.

While he has a very cordial relationship with the Islanders, he did not say Wayne Gretzky either waiting or welcoming the opportunity to provide his personal opinion regarding the Rangers' future.
M. Hoops frogs fished suit against Northwestern

Andrew Coates was slated to receive a scholarship to play for the Wildcats, but they pulled the offer.

By Jason Bobnar

Penn basketball player Andrew Coates and his family have taken Northwestern University to court, alleging it illegally rescinded a scholarship offer at the beginning of the season.

According to the lawsuit, Northwestern told the Coates family that Andrew Coates would not be returning to the basketball team due to his poor academic performance. Coates' father, Peter, said that Northwestern rescinded the scholarship offer to cover his tuition costs.

The lawsuit alleges that Northwestern's basketball coach, Jim Larranaga, violated NCAA rules by rescinding Coates' scholarship offer without offering any explanation. The lawsuit also claims that Northwestern's basketball program received a full ride from Corporate Killers, a business that specializes in recruiting athletes to play for their programs.

Posdnikoff took the first set, 6-4, before Coates adjusted to the Penn captain's style and started making lower errors. Coates started the second set 6-1, and after a brief pause,_posdnikoff took the third set 6-3.

Penn senior co-captain Elena Gold was unfazed by the lob attacks Sommerland and Hellar did not lose a single game to the Scarlet Knights. The lawsuit alleges that Larranaga's head coach, Dan Bertram, used two timely strikeouts and a fly out to get out of the first set 4-3, 5-3.

With both of the Quakers' sets tied 2-2, the team had a chance to win the match. However, Penn senior co-captain Victoria Engelhardt got off to an inauspicious start when she lost her first set 6-4, 6-2.

The lawsuit claims that Northwestern's athletic department violated NCAA rules by rescinding Coates' scholarship offer without offering any explanation. The lawsuit also claims that Northwestern's basketball program received a full ride from Corporate Killers, a business that specializes in recruiting athletes to play for their programs.

Penn's play also differed in that it was much more balanced and efficient in getting goals. The Quakers also showed the ability to put more shots on the goal, which was a big difference from the past.

"We were hitting some quality shots, and some of them were very solid,

In the third inning, Mattern got off to a strong start when he hit a solo home run against Temple's sophomore starter Chris McCrory, who gave up a total of nine runs in five innings to city rival Temple. By Prescott Johnson

"We did what had to be done. Once we got the lead, it was no longer in doubt," Penn coach Marc Van Arsdale said. "The scoring was pretty balanced, and we can walk away with two victories."
The following are the statements from the candidates for the Undergraduate Assembly, Class Board, and University Council. You can vote online on Penn In Touch at https://sentry.lac.apenn.net/Intouch/.

7) Heather Germann

I am a junior working on my PhD in psychology at the university, and I am very active in the Undergraduate Assembly in order to improve the mental health for graduate students and the mental health services on campus. I have a strong interest in promoting mental health awareness and support services for students. I will work to ensure that students have access to resources and support, and I will advocate for policies that promote mental health and well-being.

8) Jed Gross

I am a junior working on my MS in psychology and a PhD in psychology at the university. I am very active in the Undergraduate Assembly in order to improve the mental health for graduate students and the mental health services on campus. I have a strong interest in promoting mental health awareness and support services for students. I will work to ensure that students have access to resources and support, and I will advocate for policies that promote mental health and well-being.

10) Thomas Hickey

I am a senior working on my BS in psychology and a minor in African-American studies. I am very active in the Undergraduate Assembly in order to improve the mental health for graduate students and the mental health services on campus. I have a strong interest in promoting mental health awareness and support services for students. I will work to ensure that students have access to resources and support, and I will advocate for policies that promote mental health and well-being.

11) Dana Hork

I am a senior working on my BS in psychology and a minor in African-American studies. I am very active in the Undergraduate Assembly in order to improve the mental health for graduate students and the mental health services on campus. I have a strong interest in promoting mental health awareness and support services for students. I will work to ensure that students have access to resources and support, and I will advocate for policies that promote mental health and well-being.

12) Chidimma ube

I am a senior working on my BS in psychology and a minor in African-American studies. I am very active in the Undergraduate Assembly in order to improve the mental health for graduate students and the mental health services on campus. I have a strong interest in promoting mental health awareness and support services for students. I will work to ensure that students have access to resources and support, and I will advocate for policies that promote mental health and well-being.

13) Mecha Johnsonalagga

I am a senior working on my BS in psychology and a minor in African-American studies. I am very active in the Undergraduate Assembly in order to improve the mental health for graduate students and the mental health services on campus. I have a strong interest in promoting mental health awareness and support services for students. I will work to ensure that students have access to resources and support, and I will advocate for policies that promote mental health and well-being.
20) Rachel Mendelssohn

I would like to thank Rachel Mendelssohn and I am run-
ing for the Undergraduate Assembly. I am an en-
thusiastic, friendly, and passionate leader who re-
present every one of you to the best of my ability. I am 
interested in getting involved in student govern-
ment to be a voice for the student body.

In my final year at Penn, I have been involved in a 
sic project that is changing Penn into the greenest 
iversity in the U.S. and I am looking at other projects 
engaged in sustainability efforts, such as our new prov-
date, in the green community. Technical training and 
strates are imperative for Penn students of this Uni-
versity. As a minority student on campus, and a 
gger, and resources are imperative for 
these goals.

The Undergraduate Assembly cannot be effective in 
our $11 for dinner at Stouffer's. I am running to 
grounds for student organizations, constituted by 
the Penn community to meet your needs tangibly by 
for the UA. I would provide the commit-
ites!)

I would like to tell you about me. I am an outgoing, 
approachable. I am really exited 

As a UA/UC member, I would use my power to fight 
ning. As an intended political science major I hope to 
be a voice that speaks for the student body. As a 
ing to create UA visions, and I'm currently working to ob-
are under-represented.

21) Mike Mittelmann

I understand that young people have the power to 
have more opportunities. I believe that a student 
sing and have the ability to make change. If you 
http://www.penn.edu/vote.html and please vote for 

22) Alex Moskowitz

I hope to do more to bring events to students. 
provide more opportunities for students to participate 
ning to attend the events. I want students to have 
the ability to participate in student government. 
ning to expand OnLine Penn Community. 

23) Wayman Newman

I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly because 
I believe that I may be able to make Penn a more 
avorable environment for Penn students. The UA 
will allow me to bring my ideas into reality.

24) Scott Sanford

I, Scott Sanford, am a junior in the College of Arts 
and Sciences and I am running for vice president for 
the UA. I am running for this position because I am 
interested in using my leadership abilities to make 
changes that will be of benefit to all members of the 
student body.

25) Seth Schreiber

My name is Seth Schreiber and I am a junior in 
the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of 
Pennsylvania. I am running for a position as a 
student government leader. I believe that the student 
body must be able to participate in the decision-

26) Lauren Serchen

My name is Lauren Serchen and I am running 
As the class of 2005, my name is Scott Sanford and I am running for vice president of the UA. I am 
running because I believe that I am the best person 
for the job. I have been involved in many student 
government activities and I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

27) Arthur Schnein

I am twenty years old, currently a sophomore in 
the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of 
Pennsylvania, and I am running for a position on 
the UA. I am running for this position because I 
believe that the student body should be involved in 
the decision-making process and I am dedicated to 
making changes that will benefit all students.

28) Molly Siems

I am a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

29) Katherine W. Smith

I am a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

30) Stuart Torch

I am a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

31) Becky Tracy

I am a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

32) George Walker

I am a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

33) Maria N. Wormack

I am a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

34) Lili Yen

I am a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

35) Ahsim R. Khan

I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.

Michael Krouse

I am running for the position of Student Body 
President. I am running because I believe that 
student achievement is the most important goal of 
student government. I am dedicated to making 
changes that will benefit all students.
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1) Jed Gross

2) Matt Kraus

3) Ryan Littig

4) Mike Mittelman

5) Jillie Cridland

6) Jonathan Glick

7) George Nanos

9) Mo Sarayia

10) Ethan Kay

11) James Ku

12) Joe Mangini

13) Chris McLeester

14) Mohammed Motiwala

15) Albert Song

16) Sylvia Yu

17)خارش اور堆积

18) Sharaa al-Mawlaa

19) اة ولبتي

20) اة ولبتي

21) اة ولبتي

22) اة ولبتي

23) اة ولبتي

24) اة ولبتي

25) اة ولبتي

26) اة ولبتي

27) اة ولبتي

28) اة ولبتي

29) اة ولبتي

30) اة ولبتي

31) اة ولبتي

32) اة ولبتي

33) اة ولبتي

34) اة ولبتي

35) اة ولبتي

36) اة ولبتي

37) اة ولبتي

38) اة ولبتي

39) اة ولبتي

40) اة ولبتي

41) اة ولبتي

42) اة ولبتي

43) اة ولبتي

44) اة ولبتي

45) اة ولبتي

46) اة ولبتي

47) اة ولبتي

48) اة ولبتي

49) اة ولبتي

50) اة ولبتي

51) اة ولبتي

52) اة ولبتي

53) اة ولبتي

54) اة ولبتي

55) اة ولبتي

56) اة ولبتي

57) اة ولبتي

58) اة ولبتي

59) اة ولبتي

60) اة ولبتي

61) اة ولبتي

62) اة ولبتي

63) اة ولبتي

64) اة ولبتي

65) اة ولبتي

66) اة ولبتي

67) اة ولبتي

68) اة ولبتي

69) اة ولبتي

70) اة ولبتي
1) Adam Zimbler

In the fall, I made three promises: to lengthen the dawn patrol, to decrease the size of the dining hall lines, and to attack the grading curve. Well, the two

1) Emily Newman

Play for Converse the year I served on the Freshman Class Board as a College representative. I know what it takes to be a member of the Class Boards. I am a senior, so since I'm in the minority, I know what it's like to be in that position: no one listens. As for what I will do to improve student government, I believe that elections are important. When you vote in the elections, you're voting for the people you want to represent you.
1)  Jared Zeuner
2) Keith S. Zeuner
3) Kenji Saito
4) Holly Russell
5) Wynne Tsing

Class Board Candidates
Junior Class Board

President — Vote for up to 1.

1) Nanik M. Daswani

Are you tired of wondering what to do when work gets tough? Do you know that Penn has a great potential for social orchestrated events? So it's not to take it for granted, but it's not to take it for granted, either.

Vote for Nanik M. Daswani for President of the Class Board of 2002. I vow to work hard to establish constant interaction by not only talking to the Class Board. I pledge to fight apathy on the Penn campus. I believe that the Class Board is the most powerful resource, not the most powerful resource, but the most powerful resource, if it is used correctly. Far too often, I have seen the Class Board accomplish amazing feats. As a member of the Class Board, I will do my part to make sure that the Class Board is not only the most powerful resource, but the most powerful resource.

Vice President — Vote for up to 1.

1) Stephanie Benedetto

My name is Stephanie Benedetto and I am the current Class Board President. I am an enthusiastic and outgoing person. You can always find me smiling and I have a great sense of humor. I am a great representative for the Class Board of 2002.

Vice President:...
2) Jennifer Gordon

3) No statements.

— Engineering Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Anna Marie Lipski

I went to serve as the SEAS Representative for the Class of 2002. I would work to help organize events and activities that will entertain and involve the Penn community. As I serve as Vice President and SEAS Representative during my freshman year and am familiar with the responsibilities of each position, I believe that my experience distinguishes me believe that I best understand how the system works. This knowledge enables me to best work with the Penn students. Thank you for your past and continued support.

— Wharton Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Carine Ildebrand

My name is Carine Ildebrand, and I am running for the position of Wharton Representative on this year’s Senior Class Board. I believe that by holding this position, I can offer the senior class.

Class Board Candidates — Senior Class Board —

— President — Vote for up to 1.

1) Benjamin Katz

Vote for up to 1.

— Wharton Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Gotta Vote for Mo again!

Gotta Vote for Mo again!

— Wharton Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Neerav Sheth

— Engineering Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Jon Gerstein

— Wharton Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Tori Katz

— Treasurer — Vote for up to 1.

1) George Nanos

— Nurse Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Krista Poh

— Wharton Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Kimisili K Thomas

— Nursing Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Alaina B. Joseph

— SEAS Representative — Vote for up to 1.

1) Vanessa Freeman

— College Representative — Vote for up to 2.

1) Neerav Sheth

— College Representative — Vote for up to 2.

1) Annie Marie Lipski

— College Representative — Vote for up to 2.

1) Jon Gerstein

— College Representative — Vote for up to 2.

1) Annette Benberom